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“I . . . I was hoping to make this about a certain old woman, but the only thing that 
comes to me now as I press my pen to the page are the stagnant waters of this “I” that 
gush forth onto the page as if the tip of my pen were a floodgate – and while this is no 
doubt the result of my total self-absorption, it also bespeaks the impotent stupor into 
which I have already in this first sentence sunk and the sheer torpor that precludes me 





When a writer completes the work at hand, the traces of the struggle of spirit that 
unfolded therein acquire a life of their own on the page in the image of a living script, 
and this image is indivisibly related to what the work “means” as a whole. Indeed it is 
precisely this image that constitutes what we call writing’s form and style (keishiki).
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